WHAT IS AFTER GRADUATION?

ENSav Club

✓ General body meeting
✓ Paravakalkoru Thannerkudam

LIVE WEBINAR
✓ 'Techno-economic Aspects of Green Energy'
✓ 'Green Vehicle Technology'

KSEB Seminar Series
College Level Competition
District Level Competition

FDP
'The Art Of Teaching'

Hands On Training on PLC & Automation Systems
- ER. Prasob
Intelligent Power Management And Control

Environment Day Special

Industrial Visit
✓ V.K.C Pvt Ltd, Calicut.
✓ Parisons Pvt Ltd, KINFRA Park, Kakkancherry

Awareness on Electric Vehicle Technology

Finish Reading on PG. 2

Finish Reading on PG. 4

Finish Reading on PG. 3

Finish Reading on PG. 5
KSEB

College Level
A seminar competition (college level) was conducted on 4th February, 2020 on the topic ‘Power System Resilience Strategies in Kerala Perspective.’ Four teams from various classes participated in the competition. Prof. Balakrishna Pillai and Mrs. Noofa Sayyed evaluated the performances. Team of Sheba K.P and Vandana P K, EEE S8 got the first prize. They were selected for District level
KSEB Malappuram district level seminar competition was conducted at VVIT. Executive Engineer Mrs. Sune Elsa Philip was the guest of honor. She gave a talk regarding the present scenario of power resilience issues faced by KSEB Ltd. Dr. Kavitha Murugesan, vice principal, Dr. Jaget Babu dean academics, Prof. Balakrishna Pillai, Hod EEE were also delivered felicitations. Four teams from various colleges participated in the competition. Team of students from MES Kuttipuram became the winners. Team of students from VVIT got second prize. They were qualified to participate in zonal level competition (KSEB).

Faculty Development Programme

‘The Art of Teaching’
Two days FDP was organised on 1st and 3rd Feb 2020 for faculty members from different institutions. Dr. S. Kumaravel, Asso. Prof., NIT Calicut inaugurated the program and gave session on ‘Technical Teaching-Challenges & Solutions ’. In the afternoon session Mr. Ashokan P. V., President-Thannal Charitable Trust, Calicut delivered a talk on ‘Effective parenting and Mentoring’. The first day’s program ended with a session on Outcome Based Education by Dr. Jaget Babu, Academic Dean, VVIT.
On the second day Prof. Baby Shari, HoD Psychology, University of Calicut presented a session on ‘Teaching Methodology in the present scenario’. Mr. Narayanan Thannani administrative officer led a session on ‘Legal prequisites for teachers’.
Hands on Training on PLC & Automation Systems

Hands on training on PLC and Automation systems was conducted for students from Electrical, Electronics and Mechanical disciplines. Er. Prasob from Intelligent Power Management and Control led the session. PLC elements, relays, actuators, meters, ladder programing were familiarized by students. Programing and real time execution was done. About 50 students and 10 faculty members were present in the session. The session started at 1 pm and ended at 3pm. Dr. Sangeethaa, principal VVIT inaugurated the program. A ladder program was compiled by students and executed by themselves on the kit.

Tree planting campaign Nalaikoru Thanal was organized as a part of world environment day. Principal Dr. Sangeetha inaugurated the campaign by planting seedlings in college premises. She was followed by Dr. Ramakrishnan, Dr. Jaget Babu and Dr. Kavitha. Prof. Balakrishnan Pillai delivered environment day message and students planted tree in their houses.
INDUSTRIAL VISIT

- Parisons Pvt Ltd, KINFRA PARK, Kakkancherry

An industrial visit has been conducted to V.K.C Pvt Ltd, Calicut on 18/02/2020 for S8 and S6 students. Prof. Balakrishna Pillai, HoD EEE guided the students.

An industrial visit has been conducted to Parisons Pvt Ltd, Kinfra Park, Kakkanchery on 20/02/2020 for S8 and S6 students. Prof.

Awareness on Electric Vehicle Technology

A seminar and hands-on training in Electric Vehicle technology was conducted for students from Electrical, Electronics, and Mechanical departments. Experts from Cadd Centre Link Road Calicut handled sessions on Electric Vehicle technology. A bicycle fully working on Electric power was exhibited to students. Electric vehicle Charging, testing of charge in battery, testing of vehicle (about the range) were described very briefly and effectively by the expert from the Cadd centre. Also, we have conducted a riding for the participants by the electric vehicles.
An informative session about the career opportunities after graduation was organized for students from Vedavyasa Institute of Technology, Vedavyasa Arts and Science college and Vedavyasa College of Architecture. Resource persons from Direction Calicut explained about various finishing courses and exams which can be pursued after graduation.

General body meeting of Ensav club was conducted on 25/02/2020 at 12 pm in the seminar hall of EEE department. HoD EEE discussed the different energy saving methods in the domestic and institutional area. Meeting also decided to install water pots for birds in college premises in the context of impending summer season. Principal Dr. Sangeetha S inaugurated the program by installing pots in college premises. This was followed by Dr. Kavitha Murugesan, Vice-principal and Dr. Jaget Babu, academic dean of VVIT. About 60 pots were installed at different locations of the campus.

LIVE WEBINAR

Green vehicle technology

We had a live webinar with the resource person Er. Ahammed Bin Zacharia Certified Senior Engineer (mechanical) CADD Centre, Calicut on the topic Green Vehicle Technology, which was very informative and many candidates from different institution participated in the webinar.

Techno-Economic Aspects of Green Technology

As our first webinar was a great success we conducted our next webinar on the topic Techno-Economic Aspects of Green Technology and the resource person was Dr. Anoop Mathew, Deputy Manager, MMTC-CSR (South & NE Region) and many candidates from different institution participated in the webinar.